Youth riding a hip2 that the cock-horse was Attic black-figured li ino longer known in the days of Aristophanes; in fact, the expression "tawny cock-horse" had become the image of something at once inflated and ridiculous, to judge by other passages in the comedies. Nor indeed could the ancient commentators and lexicographers make much of the word: their explanations are farfetched and illfounded, though we owe to them a quotation from a lost play by Aeschylus, the Myrmidons, in which the poet describes how the tawny cock-horse, the great labor of outpoured paint, was dripping-presumably when the Trojans set fire to the ship on which it was painted.
was. Though Aeschylus supplies the answer, that it was a device painted on ships, Euripides continues in his criticism, declaring that there was no need to have a cock brought 4w | into tragedies, and asi serts that in his plays, _ at least, there is neither cock-horse nor goat-. stag, such as are depicted in Persian tap-
/a estries. It thus appears
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In spite of Aristophanes's strictures it is unlikely that Aeschylus invented the hippalektryon or coined the word for which he was derided by later generations. For such a monster, Pt half cock and half horse, does indeed appear in archaic Greek art, and unlike Dionysos in the Frogs, archaeologists were not at a loss to understand this species of bird when they first saw it on Greek vases, in bronze, or in fragments among the marbles of the Persian debris on the Acropolis. True, among the many fantastic hybrids which Greek legend and art have made famous, the cock-horse has remained relatively obscure. It has no prototype in Egypt or the Near East, and Aristophanes, speaking in the character of Euripides, is wrong in connecting it with oriental tapestries. But then it must be remembered that the domestic fowl propalektryon. Tondo of er was a relative newcup on facing page comer to the barnyards of Greece, and the cock, to the Greeks of Aristophanes's time, was still the "Persian bird," much as the turkey, the pheasant, the guinea hen recalled to later generations by their names their reputed homelands.
In the summer of i951 the Museum acquired an Attic black-figured drinking cup with a hippalektryon ridden by a youth on the tondo of the interior. Whether it is "tawny" we cannot tell, as the colors are those of the black-figure technique, with the body painted in black, the tail, the primaries, and saddle feathers incised, and the sickles painted in dull red, a color also used for the mane of the horse. ....... Whether they were familiar with its Greek name and literary history cannot be ascertained, but the Etruscans were always lovers of the fanciful, and the presence of hippalek-r tryones on their gold rings, engraved gems, bronze handles, and bullas attests to the hybrid's popularity.
In our days, thanks to the rediscovery of
